Evergreen Education Foundation

The Evergreen Education Foundation (EEF) is a **US based non-profit** organization with a strategic focus on improving education for children and young adults in rural China; **promoting information literacy** via school and community libraries; and **serving as a bridge between China and the world** in joint efforts to better the rural education.

The Evergreen Education Foundation was founded 2001 by a group of Chinese and American professionals and academics. The **Foundation’s purpose is to enhance educational opportunities for middle and high school children in rural China**. Seed money has been provided by Mr. Richard Hsin, a Hong Kong entrepreneur and philanthropist.

Programs of Evergreen Education Foundation **focus on developing rural schools and community libraries**, capacity building of educators and librarians, and helping passionate yet financially disadvantaged rural students to secure education opportunities. Our programs are constantly evolving to catch up with fast changing students and community needs. Nonetheless, Evergreen consistently seeks to provide resources and opportunities through **three fundamental programs** to achieve its goal.

- **The Library Information Literacy Program** focuses on developing rural school and community libraries.
- **The Scholarship Program** sponsors promising but financially disadvantaged students.
- **The Teacher Development Program** builds the skills, abilities and knowledge of educators and librarians through workshops, conferences, and study tours.

**EVERGREEN EDUCATION FOUNDATION**

Bring Education Opportunities to Rural China

visit: www.evergreeneducation.org      type: info@evergreeneducation.org
Evergreen Education Foundation (EEF) has brought many educational opportunities to rural China. The following some numbers which reflect EEF’s impact:

**CONNECT LIBRARIES AROUND THE WORLD:** Joinly hosted 7 INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION (ITIE) CONFERENCES in 10 venues · 200+ world renowned experts · 30+ libraries among 8+ countries · 50+ library related organizations · 3000+ attenddles · LEAD TO RESTRUCTURE LIBRARIES IN RURAL CHINA: Assisted 8 PROVINCES · Guided 18 COUNTY + HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES · Lead 15 LIBRARY RESTRUCTURES from stretch · Donated 30+ computers with library sofware for automation · Reached 40+ SATELLITE LIBRARIES, and 5+ RURAL FARM LIBRARIES · EEF LIBRARIES ACHIEVEMENTS: Under EEF leadership 1 library promoted two times in a row in the National Public Library Rating · 2 school libraries becoming the regional school-library-training-base · EEF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS: Co-authored 17 ACADEMIC PAPERS of which some were PRESENTED AT IFLA AND IASL, or published in LIBRARY TRENDS · EEF IN EDUCATION: Granted 1926+ SCHOLARSHIPS to students of which 330+ ATTENDED UNIVERSITY · Completed 140+ PROJECTS · Invested USD104000+ in books equipments to support these projects · Provied 10+ TRAINING WORKSHOPS for rural educators and librarians · Sponsored 1600+ RURAL EDUCATORS AND LIBRARIANS to attend Evergreen workshops and conferences · 1 STUDY TOUR took 30 teachers + librarians to libraries and educational & cultural institutions in Taiwan · EEF IN RURAL CHINA COMMUNITY: Invested USD73800+ TRAINING RURAL SCHINA COMMUNITY raising awareness in Oral History, Health Education, and Information & Communication Technology · AWARD RECEIVED: ACCESS TO LEARNING awarded by the BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION to CERL · EEF Libraries and programs has reached 4500+ teachehrs, 74600+ students, and 135000+ community members.

If you or your organization would like to join effort with us, please visit our website for more information.
EEF Science & Technology Center (STC)

2016 ITIE MAKERSPACES: CREATIVITY IN THE LIBRARY CONFERENCE

4 Venues 8 Days ∙ 20 Chinese speakers 12 Foreign speakers
Sponsored 120+ Educators, Librarians, & Administrators
70+ Teachers & Students

2016 INTERNATIONAL MAKER CONTEST

14+ Evergreen Affiliated Schools
2+ USA Schools ∙ 1 Hong Kong School
20+ Teachers 55+ Students ∙ 13 Finalists ∙ 10 Prizes

2015-17 STC STEM HANDS-ON PROJECTS

16+ Projects Completed ∙ Entirely Evergreen Funded
8+ Projects in progress
8+ Evergreen Affiliated High Schools
50+ Teachers 190+ Students

2017 DFRobot Kit Swap Initiative

First EEF & DFRobot Partnership ∙ 2 Months
6 Evergreen Affiliated Schools ∙ 7+ Teachers 90+ Students
6+ Free DFRobots Kit Sets with Instructions

LOOK FORWARD + PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

In 2017, EEF plans to fund 30 EEF affiliated STEM educators to attend 2 workshops and 1 study tour in Shanghai to explore more creativities of makerspace in high schools in rural China. Moreover, our 2017 Maker Contest will open this summer.
THE CHALLENGE: History teaching in China has been focusing on students memorizing facts and standard answers. Without opportunity of open inquiry, students are not trained to be active learners, and can’t BUILD GOOD SENSE OF SELF and the society without uncovering CONNECTIONS BETWEEN HISTORICAL FACTS. With fast industrialization, local history and culture disappearing exacerbates the problem. THE SOLUTION: Since 2009 EEF has been TRAINING RURAL TEACHERS to guide students to do oral history, collecting life stories and narratives of past lifeways by interviewing their family and community elders, as well as RECORD LOCAL CULTURAL HERITAGE, while learning to DO RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS. THE RESULTS: Students have done oral history inquiries on various folk arts and customs and have captured the marks that the traditions left on people's lives. EEF’s “HISTORY AROUND US” family oral history piloted in 5 SCHOOLS across 4 PROVINCES affirmed the profound influence of this project on teenagers. Students mentioned that the memories and reflections of their interviewees helped improve their previous rough understanding of related historical periods, and reviewing individuals’ life stories in the historical context taught many for the first time in life to ask truly important questions. THE IMPACTS: Altogether 143 STUDENTS and 43 TEACHERS from 8 SCHOOLS participated in community oral history and created 3490+ MINUTES OF AUDIOS and 2676+ MINUTES OF VIDEOS for archiving. Through oral history students RETAIN FAMILY & COMMUNITY HISTORY AND CULTURE, learn more about research and history, improve their communication skills, and get an edge in seeking higher education. It also help build deeper understanding and stronger BOND BETWEEN GENERATIONS, and between students and their home villages, which is beneficial to their growth. THE NEXT STEP: We are on our way of DEVELOPING “HISTORY AROUND US” INTO A SCHOOL-BASED CURRICULUM. In summer 2017 EEF will train 20 TEACHERS from 10 SCHOOLS using a 1-month project-based learning workshop. These 20 teachers will use the material to MENTOR 200 STUDENTS in school year 2017-2018. By expanding the project in its breadth and depth, the “History Around Us” program will cater to teachers and students’ interest in oral history. In addition, it will naturally create an INQUIRY-BASED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT for rural schools in China.